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Introduction
Photogrammetry is the technique of using images to generate 3D digital
representations of the physical environment, which can then be used for
measurements. It is no new technique, having first been mentioned in
literature over 150 years ago. The science and technology involved have
continued to mature over the years. Manual handheld photogrammetry was
the standard for several years. But, over the last decade the demand for
drone photogrammetry is soaring. By using enough overlapping aerial
images, the software can be used to generate photorealistic 3D
representations of topographic surfaces.
Unfortunately, even with this rising demand, contemporary drone
photogrammetry software has seemed to hit a period of slow R&D, not having
kept up with the recent technological advances in the field.

Sample Outputs from Drone Photogrammetry Software
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The advent of drone-based imaging brought significant improvements in the
process of generating 3D models, thereby improving the processes of
surveying and inspection. The use of drones for these purposes has reduced
the risk and danger involved in attempting to access areas that were hard to
reach, like boggy terrain and mountainous regions.
Drone-based photogrammetry provides digital representations useful not
only for geometric measurements, but also for safety analysis, architectural
modeling, scientific simulations, 3D graphics, and archaeological
preservation, among other uses. Today, the drone services market is
estimated to be over $5B in annual spending, projected to grow sharply over
the next few years.
Today, infrastructure, telecom, insurance, mining, and oil & gas corporations
are heavily dependent on drone-based mapping and inspection for the
creation of terrain maps, monitoring of assets, measuring stockpiles as well as
creating digital twins. Accurate outputs from photogrammetry enable
informed decision-making and thus have strong business implications.

There is still plenty of room for improvement in photogrammetry software and
the processes associated with them. For example, the inaccuracies in the
outputs generated, even by industry-leading software, call for timeconsuming and costly manual post-processing.
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In this whitepaper, we will be diving deep into the limitations of existing
photogrammetry processes and why the industry needs to rethink its
approach to the design of photogrammetry software. Then, we will be
contemplating the different possible solutions to these challenges and how
these could impact the industry. A new-age photogrammetry software can
eliminate the friction associated with the processes of surveying and
inspection, unlocking a world of possibilities.
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The Challenges Associated with Existing
Drone Photogrammetry Software
Drone-based mapping and inspection
have become prevalent across
various industries. Accurate digital
representations of sites enable smart
simulations (such as flood modeling)
and allow decision-makers to explore,
test, assess, and take critical business
decisions based on them.
However, existing photogrammetry
software tools that convert these
aerial images to 3D models haven’t
caught up in providing fast and
accurate outputs that are not limited
by scale. In a survey conducted by
GIM International magazine,
respondents identified expensive
computer resources, slower
processing facilities, and low accuracy
as the most common problems
associated with photogrammetry
processes. We try to explore the
shortcomings of each of them in this
section.

Source: GIM International

1. Manual post-processing
is resource intensive
Given the importance of 3D models in
decisions involving business
operations, the generation of highquality and accurate outputs is
crucial.
Existing photogrammetry software
generates outputs that aren’t
completely accurate. While it might
seem like a slight inconvenience, the
implications for a business are far
more serious.
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GIS professionals spend an increasing

limits the scalability of processing

amount of their time manually

multiple datasets simultaneously.

correcting these outputs. According to

Many a time, even processing a single

Glassdoor, GIS analysts are paid

large dataset can result in crashes,

$60,000 on average per year in the US.

since the installed software needs

More time spent on manually

more compute resources than are

correcting the outputs leads to a

available on the system.

higher cost of GIS resources which
could have been used to perform

Expanding on-prem machines is

advanced analytics on it instead.

difficult owing to the high cost and

Average Salary of a GIS Analyst in the US

uncertainty involved concerning the
timing of future projects.
Although many existing software
companies have built a cloud offering,
they don’t offer the same
customizability that is present in their

The manual corrections can take days
or weeks depending on the scale of
the area mapped. This leads to an
increased time to generate accurate

on-prem equivalent.

3. Slow processing speed
delays decision-making

deliverables, delayed decision-

When surveying large areas,

making, and higher costs involved.

thousands of images need to be

2. On-prem deployment
limits scalability

captured to get high-quality terrain
maps, orthomosaic, and 3D models.
Processing them end-to-end with
current software tools can easily take

Most industry-leading

over a day. This delays decision-

photogrammetry software needs to

making and elevates the costs of

be installed on high-end on-prem

projects that rely on these outputs.

machines, which can cost anywhere
between $2-$3k per server.On-prem
system has fixed resources, and this
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Why is a New Age Photogrammetry
Solution Needed?
Photogrammetry shouldn’t be the
rate-limiting step in any of the 3D
modeling and inspection projects. Fast
and accurate outputs can
supercharge this industry as people
can survey and inspect large areas
more frequently. The benefits of a
new-age photogrammetry solution
would be:

Accurate outputs allow for
better utilization of
resources
GIS Analysts working on mundane
post-processing can significantly
increase project costs and delay the
generation of accurate outputs. If
accurate outputs are directly
generated from photogrammetry
software, companies would be able to
use their resources to perform
complex analytics such as advanced
simulations. This would allow firms to
double-down their resources on the
aforementioned advanced analytics,
which in turn helps improve their
standing among competitors.

Fast outputs allow for
quick decision-making
Waiting for days, or even up to a week
for the delivery of final outputs leads
to delays in crucial decision-making.
Delayed decisions can, in turn,
lengthen the timeline and increase the
costs of a project

No project size is off-limits
Very large areas can be surveyed and
inspected without concerns about the
number of images that are captured.

Sites can be surveyed
more frequently
Faster generation of outputs allows for
more frequent surveying and
inspection. One benefit of frequent
surveying is the ability to carry out
regular and up-to-date monitoring of
assets without high costs.
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Drone photogrammetry is pivotal in
the functioning and decisionmaking of several businesses and
industries. The benefits provided by
drone photogrammetry are driving
an increase in its demand, and if we
don’t find a solution to the above
challenges, we will start seeing a
bottleneck emerging in the
processing of drone images to 3D
models.
This inevitable bottleneck will
hamper the advancement of
downstream industries that could
gain from a fast, accurate, and
elastic processing tool. A new-age
solution is hence needed to fill the
vacuum and improve the process of
creation of 3D models.
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Possible New-Age Photogrammetry
Solutions
Technological advances made in the

networks to learn the geometry and

last decade can significantly improve

structure of real-world scenes.

the current process of
photogrammetry.

Thus, these neural networks can be
generalized to reconstruct 3D data

At the current stage of technology

which they haven’t been trained on.

development, we believe, AI and cloud

They can augment challenging steps

computing offers the most upside

of the classical photogrammetry

from an effort vs benefit perspective.

processing pipeline to generate

Other potential benefits can be

outputs that are high-quality and

realized from sensor miniaturization

accurate.

and improvement in chip technology
to process the data at the edge in
real-time, but it will take considerable
research effort and time to be realized.
In this section, we try to expand on
different ideas and ways in which they
can transform the current
photogrammetry process.:

1. Using AI to generate
accurate outputs

State of the art deep learning methods like

In recent years, tremendous progress

ConvONet, and Shape as Points rejects noise while

has been made in the field of 3D deep

still preserving scene geometry details, thereby

learning to reconstruct 3D models.

facilitating a high-quality 3D reconstruction.

These advances have allowed neural

Image Source: Shape as Points: A Differentiable
Poisson Solver
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Additionally, many of these algorithms
outperform classical methods in
processing speed, often by an order of
magnitude. With freely available aerial
image datasets increasing in quantity,
and with modern GPUs that are suited
to handle large deep learning models,
AI can unlock new frontiers in
photogrammetry processing.

2. Leveraging the
elasticity of the cloud for
superfast processing
With the cloud, server resources can
be adjusted dynamically and
automatically to adapt to workload
changes. For a high compute
application like photogrammetry, this
elasticity of the cloud can be used to
expedite resource-intensive steps.
Cloud also allows building
applications in small parts
(microservices), where each part can
run on a specific server configuration.
Knowing which type of server the
application code is going to run on
beforehand, allows developers to tailor
it based on the available resources
and juice out every ounce of
computing resources available.

3. Improving the
resolution of satellite
images
Satellite images can eliminate the
need for physical presence at a site.
Today, satellite images have a
resolution north of 30-40cm, while it
can be as low as 1-5 cm for drones.
Sensors on satellites are getting more
powerful and pictures of the earth are
getting captured much more
frequently.
We can use these stereo pairs from
satellites to create 3D models of sites
regularly which can then be
complemented with drone-based
imaging in case of specific
requirements.
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4. Complementing
photogrammetry with a
LiDAR sensor on drones:
LiDAR surveying promises extremely
high accuracy (often <1cm),
penetration through trees, and
mapping of texture-less areas.
Whereas RGB cameras are cheap,
abundant, and provide incredible
visuals. Integrating LiDAR data with a
colored 3D point clouds from images
would provide the best of both worlds.
LiDAR sensors, unfortunately, pose a
disadvantage when it comes to their
weight and cost. If these two
complementary sensors could be
fitted together on a lightweight drone,
it would be able to scan an area with
accurate outputs and color in a single,
inexpensive flight. However, drones
used for these purposes today must
be heavy-duty, and hence are
prohibitively expensive.
There is significant ongoing research
on how to reduce the weight and cost
of LiDAR sensors. Successful products
of such research can be a gamechanger for the industry. For example,
Velabit, Velodyne’s LiDAR sensor
weighs only about 125 grams and has
dimensions of 2.4” x 2.4” x 1.38”.

Velabit Lidar on Pegasus drone

5. Real-time processing
at the edge
This is the most innovative of all the
above ideas, but with enough
technological development, it is
certainly attainable.
If photogrammetry software can be
made lightweight enough to run on
current embedded CPUs, or if
embedded chip/FPGA technology
itself was to improve enough to run
current heavy-duty applications, we
can theoretically generate accurate
3D point clouds and meshes onboard, when the drone is flying over a
site. This can be taken a step further
through collaborative mapping where
multiple drones fly above an area at
the same time, streaming data to
each other for intelligent on-the-go
processing. Such technology will
streamline the current disparate
surveying pipeline into a single,
coherent step, where the outputs are
available immediately after the flight.
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New Age Photogrammetry Will Improve
Business Processes and Spark
Innovations
Accurate 3D representations of real-world environments immensely benefit
industries like infrastructure, mining, insurance, telecom, and oil & gas by helping
them measure, inspect, and visualize their critical assets. If these 3D outputs can
be delivered in a better, faster, and more economical process, it will aid these
industries to make informed business decisions swiftly, facilitate smoother
business operations, and eventually lead to higher profitability.
Additionally, verticals like gaming and VR/AR have already started to leverage
high-quality 3D models to some extent. They import such reconstructed 3D models
directly into their game or app development rather than designing the entire 3D
environment manually from scratch. If unlocked to full potential, it will permit easy
creation of 3D content and 3D apps.
A new age photogrammetry solution will make way for various new use cases that
weren't possible before due to the constraints associated with existing software
tools and will spark innovations in industries downstream in ways we can only
imagine at present.

